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4.0 INTRODUCTION
As part of the current and overall Point Molate Design Guidelines, the intent of
the Winehaven Historic District Design Guidelines is to generally address and
generally guide potential future projects within the Winehaven Historic District.
The Winehaven Historic District Design Guidelines are principally based on the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and,
specifically, the Standards for Rehabilitation (1) together with the Guidelines for

Winehaven Information
Winehaven National Register of Historic Places Inventory -- Nomination Form (1977)
- https://npgallery.nps.gov/NRHP/AssetDetail?assetID=b5985525-0bdd-499b-98694b15949f416e and https://npgallery.nps.gov/NRHP/AssetDetail?assetID=7ae13ddf84b4-4654-b17c-ffcc11cc1b4f

Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (2).

Winehaven Historic District National Register of Historic Places Continuation Sheet
(Pending and/or Draft)

A further intention is that the identified Winehaven historic resources will

Winehaven Point Molate Naval Fuel Depot – Photographs Written Historical and
Descriptive Data; Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS No. CA-2658)

undergo future and individual Historic Resource Evaluations (HREs) to include
written and graphic documentation detailing historic resource significance

Historic Building Structural Condition Assessment – Winehaven National Register
Historic District; 2008, Lionakis Beaumont Design Group

and character-defining features; historic architectural, structural and material

Point Molate Building 6 – Conceptual Assessment Final Report; 2009, Lionakis

conditions assessments; and treatments for proposed retention, repair,

General Information about Historic Properties and Buildings

rehabilitation, alterations and additions.

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/treatment-guidelines-2017.pdf

Individual HREs will therefore take place as part of project implementation and
additionally based on the City of Richmond’s regulatory processes, specifically
the City’s requisite Certificate of Appropriateness, which provide for the review
of projects directly associated with Richmond’s designated historic resources by
the City’s Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) per section 15.04.303.120 of
the Richmond Municipal Code (3).
The Winehaven Historic District Design Guidelines additionally delineate
currently proposed planning concepts for the retention, rehabilitation and
adaptive reuse of Winehaven’s identified historic resources, which concepts
have been developed with the City and its constituencies.
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The following documents shall be referenced for work in Winehaven Historic District:
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(1) Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation - https://www.nps.gov/tps/
standards/rehabilitation.htm
(2) Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings - https://
www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/index.htm
(3) City of Richmond Municipal Code 15.04.303.120 - Certificates of Appropriateness - https://library.municode.com/ca/richmond/codes/code_of_
ordinances?nodeId=ARTXVZOSU_CH15.04ZOSURE_SERIES_300OVDIRE_ART15.04.
303HIDILAOVDI_15.04.303.120CEAP
Note: All documents are only current to the date of their creation. They are not
maintained or updated as part of these guidelines. For current or updated information,
consult the original sources and/or relevant authorities.
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Building detailing characteristic of the Winehaven Historic District.
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4.1 PROJECT NARRATIVE
The Winehaven Historic District, also referred to as Winehaven Village or
Winehaven, will provide an adaptive reuse of the existing historic resources in
the site. Winehaven Village is a historic wine making facility that includes historic
industrial and residential buildings. From 1941 to the mid-1970s the site was
used as a Naval Fuel Depot. At present most buildings on the site are little used.
The site’s isolation from the rest of the City of Richmond creates challenges for
access and infrastructure. At the same time, its historic assets and splendid views
make it an unparalleled rehabilitation and reuse opportunity.

The components of the project vision are:
• Historic Rehabilitation: Honor the history of the site. Retain, rehabilitate
and adaptively reuse the existing historic structures to meet the
Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Standards). Create
opportunities throughout the site for interpretation and learning about
Winehaven’s history.
• Expanded Economic Opportunities: Create a vibrant, mixed-use
neighborhood with historic spaces that are beautiful, inspiring, and

The site’s current characteristics are:
• 47-acre historic district with a collection of 35 historic industrial and
residential buildings.
• Little current activity on the site, with buildings largely vacant, decaying
and unoccupiable.
• Dramatic waterfront location with long views including Mount Tamalpais
• Steep topography in the east with flatter areas in the west near the
waterfront.
• Quiet location along the Bay, surrounded by natural landscapes.
The proposed project includes rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of the site’s
historic resources (Buildings 1, 6, 10, 13, 17, 31-54, 56-60 and 63) as a mixeduse development with up to 250,000 square feet of new construction, 300
additional dwelling units east and west of Stenmark Drive, and 10,000 square
feet of community services.
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functional, that attract visitors and strengthen the economic position of
the City.
• Celebrate the Setting of the Site: Use architecture and landscape to
activate the site and to create new opportunities to celebrate its setting,
including open spaces, views, and special moments of arrival.
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Winehaven is characterized by large buildings near the shoreline.

Adding to the site’s historic assets are a waterfront location with Bay views.

Historic workers’ cottages are a unique characteristic of the site.

The site has a dramatic setting and extensive industrial heritage.
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4.2 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The site houses a group of historic buildings clustered along Stenmark

-- Roof intact, fair to poor condition

Drive, which parallels the Bay shoreline. Descending and ascending from

-- Unused

Stenmark Drive are several small roads and driveways that provide access to
the surrounding buildings. The cluster west of Stenmark Drive and near the

4.2.2 Hillside Residential Buildings

waterfront are historic industrial buildings in varying conditions. Within this
industrial portion of the site are remnant railroad tracks, all unused. East of
Stenmark Drive are vacant historic single-family residential buildings climbing

• Buildings 31-54, 56-59 - Cottages, and Building 60 - Winemaker’s
Residence

the base of the hill. (Note: see documents listed in Section 4.0 for additional

-- Single family homes with detached garages

information):

-- Hillside locations

4.2.1 Historic Industrial Buildings
• Building 1 - Wine Cellar
-- Large industrial waterfront building
-- Masonry construction with small section of wood and metal; the
masonry is in fair to poor condition with a few portions collapsed; the
wood and metal portion is in poor condition
-- Roof intact, in fair condition
-- Mostly unused with some spaces used for storage
• Building 6 - Wine Cellar
-- Large industrial waterfront building
-- Walls intact, in fair to poor condition
-- Roof poor and missing, with many roof sections having collapsed
-- Building is currently unoccupied
• Building 10 - Loading Dock / Warehouse
-- Narrow industrial building between Building 1 and Stenmark Drive
-- Part masonry and part metal construction
-- Walls intact, fair condition

-- Walls and roofs generally intact but in poor condition
-- Windows boarded up and in poor condition
-- Unused
• Building 13 - Powerhouse
-- Industrial building above Stenmark Drive
-- Masonry construction with concrete addition
-- Walls intact, fair condition
-- Roof intact, fair to poor condition
• Building 17- Workshop
-- Utilitarian industrial building above Stenmark Drive
-- Wood and metal construction
-- Walls intact, fair condition
-- Roof intact, fair to poor condition
-- Unused
• Building 63 – Fire Station
-- Industrial building above Stenmark Drive
-- Wood and metal construction
-- Walls intact, fair condition
-- Roof intact, fair to poor condition
-- Unused
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54
56
53
47
46
45
44
43
42
41

BCDC Line
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Cottage
Residential
Buildings
50
49
48
60
40
39
38
37

District Boundary
Identified Internal
Railway System

36
35
34
33

10

Note: the project
boundary in this
location will be
set to follow the
final BCDC line.

Building
1

57 58
51 52

RIVE

63

31 32

Cottage district east of Stenmark Drive

13

Building
6

17

S TE
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RK D

Industrial
Buildings

59

Note: See Appendix for Historic Building number reference plan
Plan of contributing structures.

Facade condition of many structures varies substantially.
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4.2 EXISTING CONDITIONS, CONTINUED
4.2.3 Site
• Tracks
-- Remnants of unused, historically-eligible railroad tracks generally

The site is currently used for municipal storage and other miscellaneous

follow the direction of the shoreline through the site west of Building

functions. Some buildings have restricted access and show signs of

1, between Buildings 1 and 10, and east of Building 10.

weathering. Building 1 is partially used as a storage facility. Public access

• Roads
-- Stenmark Drive is the primary road through the site, traveling northsouth, and provides access to Winehaven Village from the south.
-- Access drives descend from Stenmark Drive to serve Buildings 1, 6

is generally not allowed throughout the site. The site’s topography creates
interesting views toward the Bay, Mount Tamalpais, and surrounding natural
areas. The siting of buildings in this topography also creates a wide variety
of spaces between them and facing the open spaces.

and 10.
-- Multiple small streets and drives provide access to the residential
and other buildings east of Stenmark Drive.

Stenmark Drive is the primary road through the site and provides a dramatic entry from the south
4-8
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One of Building 6’s exposed board-formed concrete exterior walls.

Building 6’s northern end has the shell and some internal walls intact.

Historic industrial structures and disused tracks mark the site’s industrial past.

Historic buildings and spaces at multiple elevations form the urban fabric.
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4.3 HISTORIC BUILDING DESCRIPTIONS
The existing historic development was built in a variety of styles, including

For the purposes of establishing master plan design guidelines related to the

bungalow cottages and industrial neo-gothic. The industrial buildings are

historic district’s 35 historic buildings, the following summarizes the identified

distinctive for their crenelated, castle-like facades, particularly Building 1. Open

character-defining features to be retained and rehabilitated (note: see

spaces include a variety of native and non-native plants.

documents listed in Section 4.0 for additional information).

Proposed development within the historic district will protect and build upon

• Building 1 – Wine Cellar (1908-1917)

its historic industrial character and natural assets. Retention and rehabilitation

-- Elongated, two-part rectangular plan with north additions

of historic resources will provide a strong foundation for the creation of a

-- Unpainted red brick masonry exterior walls with rounded brick

distinctive and active Bay-side village. Proposed new landscaping will protect

masonry corner turrets, crenelated parapets and brick masonry belt

and enhance the natural character of the site, including views to the water, and

course at the second story line

will have an emphasis on native plants. Public spaces will be humanly-scaled,
thereby creating spaces people want to use and promoting livability.
The following Design Guidelines are intended to serve as an Historic District
Conservation Plan for the redevelopment of Point Molate’s Historic District,
per Richmond Municipal Code sec.15.04.303.070.B. Along with the Secretary
of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, these Guidelines establish specific
development standards and guidelines necessary to preserve the character
of the district, including architectural design for historic and new buildings,
materials, circulation, landscaping, lighting and signage.
Per RMC sec.15.04.303.120, a Certificate of Appropriateness shall be required
prior to development, exterior alteration, restoration, rehabilitation, or relocation
of any structure within the Winehaven Historic District. The Historic Preservation
Commission shall have the authority to review and approve, approve with
conditions, or reject a Certificate of Appropriateness pursuant to the procedures
and criteria of sec.15.04.303.120.
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-- Paired, 4-light wood sash windows capped with stamped metal
hoods
-- Concrete loading dock with steel and wood-framed corrugated
metal roof spanning the east side
-- Steel-framed and reinforced concrete floor and roof construction
-- Exposed, reinforced concrete foundation and basement
-- Columned interior warehouse spaces
• Building 6 – Wine Cellar (1907-1919)
-- Elongated, two-part rectangular plan with south additions
-- Exposed board-formed concrete exterior walls
-- Crenelated concrete parapet (partial) and concrete cornice
moldings;
-- Columned interior warehouse spaces (partial)
• Building 10 – Warehouse (1907-1919)
-- Unique elliptical plan with north additions and concrete loading dock
-- Unpainted, red brick walls with crenelated parapets and brick belt

4.0
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Single-family bungalow cottages.

Building 1 has an unpainted brick exterior (top) and concrete dock (above).

Building 10’s corrugated metal exterior wall.
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4.3 HISTORIC BUILDING DESCRIPTIONS, CONT.
course (partial);

-- Linear alignments and symmetrical facades

-- Reinforced concrete wall (partial) and foundation construction

-- Wood frame with stucco clad walls (covers original wood siding)

-- Corrugated metal exterior walls and roof (north additions)

-- Steep-sloped composition shingle roofs with exposed wood rafter

-- Partial wood-framed monitor atop medium-pitched end-gabled roof
• Building 13 – Powerhouse (1908-1916)
-- Red brick masonry building with concrete smokestack and north addition
-- Unpainted, red brick walls with crenelated parapets and brick belt course
(partial);

tails and roof brackets
-- Concrete foundations with wood foundation skirting (partial)
-- Wood sash windows
-- Front porches (appended or recessed) and wood entry steps (partial)
• Building 60 – Residence (c1907)

-- Exposed concrete walls (addition)

-- L-shaped plan with east wing

-- Symmetrical facade

-- Wood frame with stucco clad walls (covers original wood siding)

-- Freestanding cylindrical concrete smokestack

-- Steep-sloped, side-gabled roof with overhanging box eaves and

-- Deeply-recessed fenestration containing four-over-four double-hung,

pedimented gable

wood-sash windows capped with a flat-arch brick lintel

-- Central gable dormers, north and south, with pedimented gables

-- Central metal sliding doors at front (west) and south side.

-- Tall clinker-brick chimney with corbeled brick chimney cap (south)

• Building 17 – Workshop (c1917)
-- Rectangular plan wood frame
-- Low-pitched gable roof with shallow, overhanging eaves
-- Corrugated metal siding and roofing
-- Concrete foundation
-- Fenestration of one-over-one, wooden sash, double-hung windows,
north and south sides
• Buildings 31-32,51-54 and 56 – Cottages (seven 1,000 square foot cottages,

-- Full-width enclosed porch on south facade with curved knee-braces
at corners and wooden dentil molding under eave
-- Concrete foundations
-- Wood sash windows
• Building 63 – Fire Station (c1917)
-- Wood frame
-- Corrugated metal siding and roofing
-- Concrete foundation

c1908)

-- Wood sash windows

Buildings 33-50 – Cottages (eighteen 845 square foot cottages, c1908)

-- Symmetrical building form

Buildings 57-59 – Cottages (three 1,362 square foot cottages, c1908)
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4.4 HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
The historic architectural standards and guidelines for Winehaven Village are as
follows:
• All work within the Historic District shall be performed in keeping with
the Secretary’s Standards and Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic
Properties (the “Standards”). As the resource has been altered over time
and as the property requires adaptation to sustain its historic character,

54
56
53
47
46
45
44
43
42
41

60
40
39
38
37

the Standards for Rehabilitation are applicable as follows:
1.

A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new
use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the
building and its site and environment.

2.

The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved.

50
49
48

36
35
34
33

10
Building
1

57 58

59

51 52

The removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces

63

31 32

13

Building
6

Building 1 waterfront (west) facade.

17
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RIVE

that characterize a property shall be avoided.

Plan illustrating contributing historic structures with Historic District boundary.
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4.4 HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES, CONT.
3.

Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place,

undertaken in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential

and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development,

form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be

such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other

unimpaired.

buildings, shall not be undertaken.
4.
5.
6.

Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired
historic significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.

future historic building rehabilitations to record existing conditions, identify

Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of

individual character-defining spaces and features, and outline historic

craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved.

treatment recommendations.

Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.

facilities shall avoid impacts to the visual character of the Historic District

feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture,

and its contributing buildings. Installation of any new utility features in

and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement

visually prominent sites within the District or adjacent to its contributing

of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or

buildings shall be avoided.

Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage
to historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if
appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.

8.

Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be
protected and preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation

9.

• Any work involving the relocation of utilities, water, sewer, or electrical

Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive

pictorial evidence.
7.

• Include detailed building-by-building historic resource evaluations for

• Limit vertical development directly west of Building No. 1 between Building
No. 1 and the Bay to small structures, such as kiosks or park amenities,
which shall be sensitively designed and placed to maintain overall views
between Building No. 1 and the Bay in keeping with the Standards.
• All Historic District contributing buildings shall be retained. Demolition of

measures shall be undertaken.

existing non-contributing built environment shall be limited and shall meet

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall

the Standards. Any demolition activities shall be conducted in a manner

not destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new

that shall be sensitive to and protective of Historic District contributors and/

work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with

or their character-defining features.

the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be
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• To implement the anticipated large-scale improvements and interventions
required to adaptively reuse the Winehaven site, preserve contributing
sections of the railway system except if doing so conflicts with remediation
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4.4 HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES, CONT.
requirements. If preservation is not feasible, then the sections of railway

retains the moved building’s existing spatial relationships with other

tracks shall be replaced in kind.

contributing buildings in the Historic District and does not compromise

• New buildings and building additions constructed within the Historic District
boundary shall be consistent with the Standards, including Standard 9, which
requires any new construction to be differentiated from but compatible

their historic significance; i.e., their ability to contribute to the Historic
District.
• Provide open space, or the impression of space, between Building No.

with existing historic buildings, and Standard 10, which addresses requisite

1 and any new construction immediately adjacent to it to the north or

reversibility.

south. Maintain a clear line of sight through the gap south of Building 1

• Damaged or deteriorated brickwork throughout any brick structure shall be
repaired or replaced to match the existing brickwork; if the painted-on Air
Raid Shelter signs are removed, they shall be professionally photographed
prior to damage or destruction.
• Provide a vibration plan prior to issuance of any permit for earth-shaking
scope of work.
• Preparation of plans/documents and specifications for any proposed
demolition shall be by a licensed Historic Preservation Architect.
• Alterations to contributing buildings shall be conducted in a sensitive
manner consistent with the Standards, and will preserve materials, features,
and finishes of contributing resources to the extent feasible. Deteriorated
features will be repaired whenever feasible, and when not feasible, these
features will be replaced “in kind,” matching the original in design, color,
texture, and materials, whether these materials are wood, masonry (e.g.,

to the power house and hillside.
• Any new public entrances added to Building #1 shall be designed to be
compatible with the character of the building.
• Reconfiguration of Stenmark Drive should de-emphasize the physical
division of the east and west portions of the Historic District. Use
landscaping to help minimize the visual division.
• Prior to issuance of a demolition, grading, or building permit that would
permanently alter the historic resource (except a permit for stabilization
or environmental remediation), prepare a Historic Resource Evaluation
for historic building rehabilitations to record existing conditions, identify
individual character-defining spaces and features, and outline historic
treatment recommendations. The Historic Resource Evaluation shall be
prepared by a licensed Historic Preservation Architect with experience
and specialization in Historic Preservation.

brick, concrete, or stone), metal, or some other material.
• In the cases that contributing buildings must be relocated, these relocations
shall be conducted in a manner that, to the greatest extent possible,
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4.5 COMMUNITY GUIDELINES
The proposed project will retain all contributing historic buildings and their characterdefining features (note: see documents listed in Section 4.0 for additional information).
New additions and related new construction, including commercial, residential, and
office uses, will be sensitively designed to make Winehaven Village into an integrated
and active mixed-use area.
The proposed project will create an active mixed-use district that incorporates
residential, retail and workplace functions along with new civic spaces and protected
open space. The precise mix of uses within the development will be guided by the
market. Uses will be complementary to create a livable neighborhood and an attractive
location for visitors and workers.
• The historic buildings, additions and related new construction are anticipated
to have a complementary mix of residential, retail, and commercial including
opportunities for live-work.
• Additional dwelling units may include single family detached, townhomes, and
stacked apartments and condominiums.
• Community services include an on-site joint fire and police substation to be
operated by the City.
• New civic spaces such as a publicly-accessible plaza between Buildings 1 and
6 will provide amenities for residents, workers and visitors; other spaces such
as the Upper Walk and Lower Walk will create interesting common areas that
provide space for new retail and other uses.
• Following a Californian coastal tradition, Stenmark Drive will be a distinctive,
pedestrian-oriented streetscape facing the water and coastal open space.
• The development will include a mix of unit types for different income levels,
age ranges, and family sizes.
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Illustrative Plan
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4.5.1 Building 1
Building 1 is the most striking and unique building in Winehaven Village. It is
a large building with brick crenelations and turrets on the southern half. The
northern end of Building 1 is lower than the southern and is built of concrete,
wood and metal.
As a former wine making facility, it has long expanses of wall with few windows
and an industrial character. The eastern side of Building 1 is lined with a loading
dock and is in close proximity to Building 10, creating an outdoor urban room.
The western facade faces the Bay and has a close relationship to the shoreline
and the future Bay Trail.
Building 1 has relatively few windows.

Building 1 has unique facade details.
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The interior of Building 1 is largely intact and partially in use for storage.
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Building 6
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Building 6

Building 1 existing conditions, viewed from the northwest.

Building 1 with associated development.

For Building 1:
• Design development on top of the southern end of the building to be
distinct from the existing structure. Pull development back from the edge
of the existing building to limit impact on the crenelated profile.
• Use the lower north end of Building 1 as a location for higher densities
of development on top of the structure.
• Use the differing conditions on different sides of Building 1 to create
varying spaces in the public realm.
• Provide open space, or the impression of space, between Building 1 and

any new construction immediately adjacent to it to the north or south.
• Create light wells as needed to add additional light and air to the space
in the interior of the building without affecting the facades.
• Maintain views of the Bay and Mount Tamalpais along the waterfront
walkway.
• Site small structures or pavilions as needed in the spaces around
Building 1 to activate nearby spaces. Achieve the activation of spaces
while retaining the maximum visibility, mass and continuity of Building 1.
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Building 1, Continued
The site section at right descends from the hillside cottage area east of
Stenmark Drive all the way to the Bay. The descending terrain provides
opportunities for views and for differentiation of uses by elevation. Low
development proposed for atop Building 1 has little visibility from street level.
Varied spaces create an interesting public realm.

Elements like the historic tracks are opportunities for trails and open spaces.

Maintain views of the Bay and Mount Tamalpais along the waterfront walkway.
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Segregate by Use Commercial
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Residential
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Building 1

Illustrative cross-section from shoreline to cottage district, through Building 1 and 10.
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Hillside Cottages
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4.5.2 Building 6
Building 6 is the other large industrial building in Winehaven Village, sited
south of Building 1. Like Building 1, the southern portion is taller and in the best
condition. Building 6 is less distinctive than Building 1 but has some unique
features such as concrete crenellations. The northern portion of the building has
section of roof missing but has intact walls.
The eastern facade has few openings on the northern end. The southern end of
this facade has the character of an older, simply-designed office building and
was Winehaven’s administration building in earlier days. The western facade
also has limited openings toward the Bay and is industrial in character.
The northern portion of Building 6 has some degradation of structural elements.

The southern portion of Building 6 is substantially intact, as are all external walls.
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Building 6 with associated development

For Building 6:
• Use new development within Building 6 to preserve its historic shell.
• Design development on top of Building 6 to be distinct from the existing
structure. Pull development back from the edge of the existing building.
• Use the lower north end of Building 6 as a location for higher densities
of development on top of the structure.
• Create light wells as needed to add additional light and air to the space

in the interior of the building without affecting the facades.
• Consider views of the Bay from the southern approach along Stenmark
Drive when designing development on top of Building 6.
• Site small structures or pavilions as needed in the spaces around
Building 6 to activate nearby spaces. Achieve the activation of spaces
while retaining the maximum visibility, mass and continuity of Building 6.
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Building 6, Continued
The section on page 4-25 shows Winehaven Village from Stenmark Drive
through Building 6 and to the Bay. The wide expanse of land west of Building 6
is utilized and activated with new residential or commercial development that
had windows and doors onto the open space. Building 6 could house parking
inside the relatively windowless lower level, reducing the need for large surface
parking lots in Winehaven Village. New development in the wide area east of
Building 6 would make Stenmark Drive into a village-scale street.

View of the interior of Building 6’s northern segment.
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BCDC Setback

Section Location

Restored
Bay Edge

Bay
Trail

Lower Walk
Potential
Mixed-Use

Potential New
Residential or
Commercial

Upper Walk

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use
Parking or Mixed-Use
Parking or Mixed-Use

100’ BCDC Buffer

Conceptual Section

Lawn

New Residential

Building 6

Mixed Use

Stenmark
Drive

0

20ft

Mixed-Use /
Residential

50ft

100ft
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4.5.3 Historic Building Additions
New construction in Winehaven Village will activate and rehabilitate the historic
district. This development can preserve and enhance the character of the site
while bringing people and new activities. For new construction in Winehaven
Village:
• Shape new development to highlight views of, access to, and
preservation of historic buildings and elements of the site.
• Locate new development to activate public spaces and create new
opportunities for enjoyment and understanding of the history of
Winehaven Village.

The area west of Stenmark Drive is characterized by industrial materials.
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Existing materials and building forms will influence new construction.

A mix of hard-wearing, warm-colored materials should predominate in the west.
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• Use development east of Building 6 to line
Stenmark Drive, creating an inviting and active
streetscape. Development along Stenmark Drive
should create a streetwall with building heights
in proportion to adjacent open spaces and street
frontages.

Building 1

• Prioritize the preservation of important views.
Prioritize the view from Stenmark Drive to the
Bay as one approaches the site from the south.
• Use development west of Building 6 to line and
The Lawn
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shelter the large waterfront open space there.
Place entries and windows of buildings lining the
open space to create activity and visibility there.
• A new building between the southern end
of Building 1 and Stenmark Drive could host
retail or other active uses to activate the Upper

New
construction
west of
Building 6

Small buildings
near the base
of Building 1

Lower Walk &
public space

New
construction
east of
Building 6

Parking Area

Walk and the plaza. Other small buildings and
pavilions there and new openings in Buildings 1,
6 and 10 could activate spaces nearby.
• Respect the cottage area’s existing building scale

New construction (lighter color than existing buildings) will sit within and around
existing historical buildings, both east and west of Stenmark Drive

and form with infill buildings in that area.
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4.5.4 Plazas and Pedestrian Spaces
The plazas and pedestrian spaces of Winehaven Village will make it into an
important attraction and an integrated neighborhood. To achieve this potential:
• Create a variety of plazas and pedestrian spaces. These can vary in the
level of activity from retail streets, to public waterfront promenades, to
quiet residential courtyards. The spaces can also be of multiple scales,
from intimate, sheltered spaces to expansive, green spaces with views to
the Bay and hills.
• Use the relatively level linear space between Buildings 1 and 10 that
continues south along the east side of Building 6 as the Upper Walk, a

The Lower Walk west of Building 1 will provide continuous access to the Lawn.
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Space between Buildings 1 & 6 will become a key public gathering point.

The Upper Walk between Buildings 1 and 10 will be a key public space.
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civic and commercial spine that links the site together. This
spine could vary in scale and character over its length, from
ST

Historic District
Boundary

more active in the north to a quieter space in the south with
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some commercial, live/work and residential adjacency.
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• Use the space west of Buildings 1 and 6 as the Lower Walk,
a linear open space with a quieter but still active character
that creates access and views of the historic buildings and,
in some locations, the waterfront. This space should have
pavilions, activities in the adjacent buildings, or through

Building 1

other methods create activation and activity in this area.
Upper Walk

• Configure the space between Buildings 1 and 6 as the
central civic plaza for Winehaven Village. Utilize the site’s

Plaza

sloping topography to create varied spaces and accentuate
water views. Retain existing vegetation such as the palm

Stenmark Drive

trees where possible.

Building 6

• Make Stenmark Drive into a pedestrian-oriented street.
Lower Walk

Calm traffic by reducing speeds to create pedestrian safety
and comfort.
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Plazas and Pedestrian Spaces
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Plazas and Pedestrian Spaces, Continued
The plaza between Buildings 1 and 6 will occupy ground sloping west toward
the Bay. At the top of this space across Stenmark Drive is Building 13, the former
power plant, and to the southwest is a large open space.
• Use the plaza to connect the multiple levels of the site, including
Stenmark Drive, the Upper Walk, the Lower Walk, and the lawn and
shoreline.
• Design the plaza to take advantage of and accentuate views to the Bay
and to Bayfront open spaces.

Create visual and physical connections to Stenmark Drive and the power plant.
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• Preserve elements of the landscape as possible, including the existing
palm trees.
• Without completely obscuring the Building 1 and 6 facades, utilize new
construction and other methods to activate the plaza. Strategies could
include retail or other commercial pavilions.
• Use stairs and other changes of grade to create interesting views and
spaces within the plaza.
• Create visual and physical connection to Stenmark Drive and the former
power plant.

The public space between Building 1 & 6 will connect to the Lawn and Bay Trail.
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The Yard

Building 6
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Civic
Plaza
Lawn
Cottage
Neighborhood

Building 1

Conceptual Massing from the Northwest
The conceptual massing shows the development
strategy for the Winehaven Historic District. Buildings 1
and 6 are renovated and host new development within
and atop them. Infill structures are added in the hillside
cottage area and The Yard. Significant new public
space is created along the Bay Trail.
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Conceptual Massing
from the South
The view from the south shows

Cottage
Neighborhood

new development east and west
of Building 6. Mixed-use structures
along Stenmark Drive make it into
a human scale village street. New
Building 1
The Yard

construction near the lawn adds
activity to the area.

Civic
Plaza
Lawn
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4.6 GUIDELINES FOR NEW BUILDINGS
This section is to guide architects and developers regarding new building
construction.
General Direction
General direction for design of buildings in Winehaven Village is:

• Design new construction to be distinctly new while relating in proportion
to the surrounding historic industrial buildings and cottages.
• New development in the Waterfront Neighborhood (see map in this
section) should consist of simple geometric forms with expressed
horizontality and legible structure. Create clarity in detail and means of
assembly.

• Waterfront buildings in Winehaven are linear and industrial in character
with durable materials. Buildings in The Yard are industrial but smaller
in scale. Cottages are small buildings with gables. Use new buildings
in these areas to accentuate and build upon the existing aesthetic and
scale shift from historic waterfront industrial to cottage residences.
• Design new buildings to complement but not duplicate the historic
district’s architecture.
• Design new buildings with elements specific to their site with strong
connections to streets, yards, plazas, parks and/or open space.
Massing
Designers shall incorporate the following massing strategies:

Precedent designers and architecture types for this area are:
-- Louis Kahn
-- Albert Kahn
-- Mid-century industrial structures
• Create new development in the Cottage Neighborhood in a residential
scale and with shaped roofs. New infill single family or townhouses may
remain traditional in basic massing while the resolution of key details
and elements should appear cleaner and more contemporary.
• For new multi-family or mixed-use construction in The Yard, draw
from the industrial traditions as well as the traditions of residential
architecture. Articulate larger buildings as a series of masses with
massing breaks.
Fenestration

• In general, compose new buildings and structures of simple forms that
correspond to their typology.
• Use step-downs, setbacks, voids and/or architectural massing features

Use window shape which are compatible with the historic character of
Winehaven Village.

for new buildings or structures adjacent to or framing historic resources

• For punched windows, orient the opening vertically.

(such as the Powerhouse (#13) and Fire House (#63)) to cause the new

• For curtain and window walls, use large panes of glass and give the

construction to frame and highlight the historic resource.
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Vehicle Access, Service Access and Drop-offs
Historic District
Boundary

• Place vehicle access, service access and drop-offs behind
buildings, away from the waterfront, from Stenmark Drive,
and, if possible, away from other streets.

Cottage
Neighborhood

Parking
• Place parking within buildings as much as possible to
avoid open parking lots. Where parking lots are needed,
place them behind buildings, away from the water.
Ground Floor Uses
Upper Walk

• Place active ground floor uses such as retail to activate
key areas in Winehaven Village. These areas are the plaza,

Waterfront
Neighborhood

S TE

NMA

RK D

RIVE

Plaza & Powerhouse

The Yard

the Upper Walk, the Lower Walk, the Powerhouse, and
Stenmark Drive.

Neighborhood
Lower Walk

• Site small structures or pavilions as needed in the
spaces around historic buildings to activate nearby
spaces. Achieve the activation of spaces while retaining
the maximum visibility, mass and continuity of historic
facades.

Note: Additional guidelines for new construction are
Neighborhoods

provided in Chapters 3 - Architecture and 5 - Landscape.
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4.7 MATERIALS
This section guides architects and developers within Winehaven Village about
appropriate and inappropriate external building materials.

Overview and Intent
The material palette of existing buildings in the historic district varies starkly
based on location, with the waterfront industrial buildings and industry-related
buildings in The Yard composed of brick, weathering metals, concrete, and
wide-cut finished and unfinished wood. The cottage area, by contrast, uses an
existing residential palette of stucco (which may not be original), clapboard,
shingled roofs and painted wood.
New buildings and building additions should preserve this general variation,
particularly in the Waterfront and Cottage Neighborhoods. These areas are
composed primarily of historic buildings and should retain an essence of their
historic character. The Yard, by contrast, will have a mix of new housing with a

Examples of the Waterfront Neighborhood and The Yard’s industrial palette.

few historic structures and will take on a more mixed material character, with
both industrial and residential elements.

Note: Additional guidelines for new construction are provided in Chapter 3 Architecture and Chapter 5 - Landscape.

The existing material palette of the Cottage Neighborhood.
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Waterfront Neighborhood

• Channel glass / cast glass

Designers shall incorporate the following materials strategies in their building

• Concrete

proposals for the Waterfront Neighborhood:
• Use rich, warm materials, simple in manufacture and clear in their
expression, with a contemporary industrial aesthetic.
• Create clarity of materials and an unadorned expression of material
type. Use materials to express the means of construction.
• Use materials in proportions that favor a few strong durable materials
over a large portion of a building.
• Concrete and tilt-up panels may be used in limited applications. Boardformed concrete is preferred. Use exterior structural components and
details, and exterior rhythmic modulation and recesses, to provide a

-- Board-formed
-- Cast in place
-- Pre-cast
Materials Discouraged
The following materials are discouraged and in some instances may be
prohibited:
• External foam insulating system (EFIS)
• Reflective or colored glass
• Colored plastic or other petroleum-based materials

higher standard of visual interest and articulation than typical historical
use of this utilitarian building construction method.
Materials Allowed
Materials that are easy to clean are preferred. The following materials are
encouraged and allowed within the Waterfront Neighborhood:
• Cor-Ten steel or similar types of darkened metal
• Sheet steel / corrugated steel
• Ceramic & terracotta panels
• Low-iron clear glass
• Wood & timber decking
• Brick (subject to additional design review)
Examples of board-formed concrete and corrugated steel.
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Cottage Neighborhood
Designers shall incorporate the following materials strategies in their building
proposals for the Cottage Neighborhood:
• Use light, natural materials with a residential character.
• Use materials in proportions that echo the scale of the existing
residential cottages.
Materials Allowed
These materials are encouraged and allowed within the Cottage Neighborhood:
• Shingles
• Board and batten
• Clapboard

Clapboard siding.

• Simple painted wood construction
• Brick (subject to additional design review)
Materials Discouraged
The following materials are discouraged and in some instances may be
prohibited:
• External foam insulating system (EFIS)
• Reflective or colored glass
• Colored plastic or other petroleum-based materials
• Industrial-looking materials such as dark metals and steel, exposed
rough concrete, and unfinished wood
Wood can assume an industrial or residential character.
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The Yard
Designers shall incorporate the following materials strategies in their building
proposals for The Yard:
• Use more contemporary construction techniques and materials
compatible with the historic buildings.
• Use a palette of muted and recessive tones that will allow the natural
colors of the eucalyptus stands to dominate, complementing rather than
contrasting with the setting.
Materials Allowed
These materials are encouraged and allowed within The Yard:
• Stucco
• Either natural wood siding or cementitious siding
• Metal panels
• Ceramic tile
• Brick (subject to additional design review)
Materials Discouraged
The following materials are discouraged and in some instances may be
prohibited:
• External foam insulating system (EFIS)
• Reflective or colored glass
• Colored plastic or other petroleum-based materials

Traditional materials can be applied in a contemporary manner.
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4.8 CIRCULATION
Access to the site is provided by vehicle via Stenmark Drive from the south,
which is also the primary circulation spine as well as divider of the site. Stenmark
Drive is the only site access by vehicle. It is one lane in each direction and
configured like a rural highway, without curb and gutter and with no sidewalks.
• North from the site is access to the San Pablo Peninsula but there is no
public road to the rest of Richmond in that direction.
• There is no public transit service to the site.
• Small roads and drives give access to buildings up and down the hill.

• Use Stenmark Drive’s design to calm traffic going through the site as
well as providing safe access.
• Maintain a shared-use character on other streets and drives so that
they are comfortable and safe for pedestrians, bicycles and vehicles.
Treatments such as distinctive paving and reduced straight line distances
will signal to drivers the mixed nature of the spaces and the need to
maintain safe speeds.
• Create pedestrian-only spaces through the site north-south and eastwest (uphill and downhill). Use special spaces like the Upper and

• Several small stairs add to access up the hill.

Lower Walks to provide circulation and access while connecting the

• There is little parking. The residential buildings have detached garages.

development to its industrial past.

Most parking in the industrial area is in informal locations, though there
is a small parking lot near the southeast corner of Building 6.
The proposed project will have a highly-connected multi-modal transportation
system. This will include a transportation management plan, vehicle access,

• Create links to the planned adjacent section of the Bay Trail to form
connections within the site and to the wider context while providing an
amenity for residents, workers and visitors.
• Provide parking in a variety of facilities with few dedicated surface

and enhanced parking options. Trails and stairs will go along and up the hill for

parking lots. Create parking along streets and drives where feasible due

access between uses and to public spaces. The Bay Trail will line the Bay edge

to topography. Place structured parking facilities inside the large historic

for longer-distance bicycle and pedestrian access. For this system:

industrial buildings as feasible, thereby providing the larger amounts of

• Use a reconfigured Stenmark Drive to de-emphasize the physical
division of the east and west portions of the Historic District.

parking needed for retail and employment uses.
• Create on- and off-street bicycle links within Winehaven Village and to
the Bay Trail.
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Historic District
Boundary
Bay Trail
Neighborhood Street

Trail Connection

Building 1

Streets and drives will maintain a shared-use

Emergency Access
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Primary Street
(Stenmark Drive)

Surface Parking

Circulation

Preserve unique spaces the evoke the site’s heritage.
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4.9 LANDSCAPE
Existing Landscape Elements
Existing open space conditions include a large waterfront meadow facing west,
small spaces on slopes, and a mix of native and non-native species. The site is
surrounded by eucalyptus stands on several sides but is itself largely grassland

• Maintain a clear line of sight through the gap south of Building 1 to the
Powerhouse and hillside.
• Use grade changes to create vibrant public gathering spaces.
• Create a new civic plaza between Buildings 1 and 6 as a gathering spot

and other low vegetation, with some trees of multiple varieties throughout the

and civic heart for Winehaven Village. This plaza will step down the hill from

site. The current landscape and plantings are not contributing elements to the

Stenmark Drive to the Bayfront and will have retail and civic amenities.

District.

• Construct the extension of the Bay Trail along the Bay’s edge within the site

• The site is mostly covered in grasses and other low vegetation.
• Trees of multiple varieties lie along the west side of Stenmark Drive.
• Some trees, primarily smaller specimens, grow among the small
residential buildings east of Stenmark Drive.

Proposed Landscape Elements
The proposed open space plan for Winehaven Village will emphasize public
access, interconnected, shared spaces, and ecological restoration with native

and promote public access to the shoreline.
• Create the Upper Walk and Lower Walk as important linear open spaces
within the site of varying character.
• Utilize the historic railroad tracks adjacent to the west side of Stenmark Drive
as a trail and open space corridor.
• Create a new shoreline open space as well as larger open spaces for public
use.
• As possible, use native plants in new parks and plazas for public occupation.

plants. For the landscape:
• Primarily use native plants in naturalized open spaces and create landscapes
• Preserve the industrial character of the historic district by retaining
landscape elements like the disused railroad tracks while making new
landscaping compatible with new retail, office and residential uses.
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Historic District
Boundary

Bay Trail and
Naturalized Shoreline
Building 1

Identified Internal
Railway System

Create an expansive shoreline open space.

Shoreline Open Space

Building 6
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Civic Plaza

Lower and Upper Walks

Open Space

Open space zone descending toward the Bay.
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4.10 LIGHTING

4.11 FENCING

Existing lighting at Winehaven Village is utilitarian. Standard street lights on

Fencing is discouraged within the mixed-use portions of Winehaven Historic

utility poles light Stenmark Drive. Security lights appear on some buildings.

District, in order to facilitate public access throughout the District.

Lighting for the future of Winehaven Village will create an environment that is
authentic to the historic context. Lighting on building exteriors will be suitable to
this context while creating a safe and attractive night-time environment.
Architectural and landscape lighting shall follow the guidelines presented in

Fences may be allowed under the following conditions: 1) protection
of public safety (e.g. to protect against changes in grade); 2) protection
against degradation of a resource (e.g. natural areas or vulnerable historic
resources); or 3) visual screening of service or utility areas (e.g. refuse areas).
For condition 3, fencing shall have a visual transparency not more than 10%.

Section 5.4.2. Specific guidelines for Winehaven Village include:
• Reference historic lighting fixtures and light patterns.

Materials shall in all conditions be complementary to the building material

• Use indirect lighting to avoid the harsh shadows cast by some

palette defined for the Historic District. Refer to section 5-4 for additional

contemporary lighting fixtures.
• Light building facades to highlight historic architecture.
• Illuminate public spaces with fixtures that reference the scale, level of
detail, and craft of historic fixtures.
• Create lighting that is generally unobtrusive except for the pedestrian
scale lighting of public spaces.
• Use oversized industrial-scale fixtures at key locations as focal points,
such as the Upper and Lower Walks.
• Light landmarks to create distinction and orientation.
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Facade lighting highlights historic architecture at Pier 70.

Oversized industrial-scale lighting may be used at focal points like the plaza.

Pedestrian scale lighting and landmark lighting at Ford Point.
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4.12 SIGNAGE
At the historic district and its historic buildings, a wide range of new exterior
signage will include:
• Site informational, directional, way-finding and interpretation
• Parking
• Accessibility
• Emergency information and fire equipment identification
• Individual building identification and numbering
• Occupant and tenant identification
Within Winehaven Village:
• Selectively retain existing signage (for example, “air raid shelter” and “no
smoking” signs) related to previous uses.

• To the maximum extent feasible, avoid mounting new signage directly to
exterior brick masonry (signage may be mounted at masonry joints).
• All required sign anchors and fixtures shall be designed to minimize
impacts on historic structure to the greatest extent feasible.
• New signage similar to missing historic signage may be proposed if
based on substantial documentary and/or physical evidence.
• Develop an integrated Winehaven Historic District sign program
including standards for appearance, location, materials, lighting, and
review process.
Note: See also the City of Richmond signage regulations in sections 4.04 and

Building 1

15.06 of the Zoning Ordinance of the Richmond Municipal Code.

(Note: no identified signage remains from the historic Winehaven period)
• Design informational and identification signage associated with the
historic district and its historic buildings to be compatible with the
historic industrial and residential era, styles, scales, uses and materials.
• To the maximum extent feasible, keep new exterior signage detached
from historic surfaces and materials (i.e. pole-mounted signs or signs
mounted to non-historic walls and elements), and/or be fully removable
and reversible without permanently altering historic materials (for
example, signs mounted on painted wood and painted stucco).
Original Winehaven signage, distinctive and visible for long distances, is long
since gone, but traces of previous uses live on through other signs in the area.
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Tenant identification and numbering signage.

New signage can be inspired by existing sign formats, such as these stenciled
signs in Winehaven.

Numbering signage.

Site informational signage with historic building signage.
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REFERENCE: HISTORIC BUILDINGS

FURTHER INFORMATION

These are the existing historic buildings within the historic district.

Please refer to the document appendix for the following additional information:

Existing Historic Structures
Building

Area

National Register Nomination, for character-defining features and general
information on the history of the District.

2.

Historic Resource Structural Assessments and Recommendations.

3.

Historic Resource Evaluations.

4.

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.

5.

Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.

6.

Section 15.04.303.120 of the Richmond Municipal Code

7.

National Register of Historic Places Addendum

8.

Historic Building Reference Plan

Description

Square feet
1

198,865

Wine cellar

6

116,196

Administration, wine cellar

10

18,864

Lab, loading, storage

33-54, 56-59

25,220

Cottages

60

2,097

Winemaster's House

13

5,067

Powerhouse

17

2,016

Maintenance

31-32

1,992

Cottages

63

4,236

Fire station

Total Existing

1.

374,553

IMAGE CREDITS
Aerial photos: - Images © Google Earth

All numbers are approximate and subject to field verification.
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